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Tips for successful bid submission in the HPCL e-Procurement platform 

 

As you are aware, HPCL has rolled out an improved e-Procurement portal for floating of 

tenders and receiving bids. The new application is simpler and more users friendly compared 

to the previous system. Further it is designed to ensure security and confidentiality of your bids 

till the tender opening and provide transparency after bid opening. However, it has 

been observed in few instances that vendors tend to submit their bid only in 

the last hour even when they are submitting bid on this platform for the first 

time and for some reasons are not able to submit their bids within due time. 

The following document is prepared based on such vendor experiences, so that you can 

avoid such pitfalls and successfully submit bid in the new system: 

1. Please note that in the current system you are NOT required to download the tender, 

take a print of the same followed by physically signing on all pages of the tender. You 

are also not required to scan the signed tender document and upload the same. 

Simply generate the technical bid pdf / priced bid pdf, digitally sign, encrypt and 

upload same for bid submission. 

2. Please start the process of bid preparation well in advance and do not wait for the 

last moment to get DC validated/prepare the technical bid and priced bid. In the 

current system the process mimics the manual bidding procedure. You have to enter 

all the necessary technical responses in the form provided (i.e., upload necessary pdf 

documents like vendor declaration form and answer the questions).You also have to 

enter the rates for various items followed by taxes and preferably save the work in 

your local machine(Tab-“Work without attaching doc”). Please note that during this 

process we are not capturing any data entered by you in the server.  

3. You get to save work only if you work in the tab “Work without attaching docs”and 

you only generate the bid documents in tab “Attach doc and generate envelope”. 

You will not be able to generate the bid from tab“Work w/o attaching doc”. Only 

after you submit the digitally signed document, the same is stored in the server in 

encrypted format. The main points are: 

a. You can go to the forms any number of times and generate any number of 

Technical bid pdf and priced bid pdf before you finally submit the same – 

(however system will allow only for uploading the latest generated 

document). 

b. You may generate both the documents, digitally sign and keep it ready, in 

case you want to submit the same only on last day. However, it is 

recommended, not to wait till the last day as traffic congestion, unforeseen 

connectivity issue or other aspects may adversely affect your bid submission 

chances. 

c. If you have already submitted a bid and you do not want to submit a modified 

bid, you also have the option to withdraw the submitted bid. You may select 

tender from home screen and go to “Prepare tender”>>”Regret” for same. 

4. Please note that the larger your bid size, the lesser are the chances of successful bid 

submission in the system. This is not for the fact that server cannot receive big files, but 

the fact that traffic congestion, connectivity speed, type of connection and other 

aspects adversely affect the time taken for upload of large files. So it may happen 



that the session times out before the entire upload is completed (The current session 

out time is 30 minutes). The main points are: 

a. Please keep the size of the bid document within 40-45 MB (max). To keep the 

size of the bid document low, you must scan all the documents in low 

resolution, preferably 150-200 dpi wherein the data should be legible. Further 

please scan in grayscale and not color to reduce file size. For large drawings, 

please scan the same in jpeg format and later covert same to pdf to reduce 

size of pdf document. 

b. Whenever there is a requirement to upload supporting documents like old PO 

copies, or credential document, please focus on the main requirement. If the 

PO copies are meant to arrive at value of jobs executed, you may scan only 

the first page(where name of client is given) and last page of the PO(where 

value of PO) is mentioned. This way you can avoid unnecessarily inflating the 

size of bid document. 

c. Pl ensure to upload all such supporting documents in your bid which can have 

a financial implication while arriving at the net delivered cost as such 

documents cannot be received at the technical evaluation stage. 

5. In case of any doubt regarding the tender, you may raise queries to clarify the same 

before due date. Please remember that for every tender, the query start date and 

query end date is specified in the first page of the tender document. You cannot raise 

any query after the query end date is over, so it makes sense to start the bid 

preparation process early. 

6. And finally, if you have any issue during the bid preparation process, pl get in touch 

with e-procurement helpdesk at 022-42100111 and seek help. However, you must 

seek help at least two to three days (min) in advance so that if there is really any 

issue, we have time to remedy the same. You will realize that, helpdesk can do very 

little if you are calling up helpdesk on the last day/last hour. 

Supplementary section on saving work 

As with any application, the e-procurement application also has multiple options to 

generate the bid documents based on requirement of vendors. The two broad 

classification to generate bid document, be it “Pre-qualification bid” or “Technical/Priced 

bid” are as follows: 

1. Low value tender having 20-50 items and limited uploads/questions- Most of the 

tenders floated by locations are of this nature. Since the No of items where rate is 

to be entered is very limited and there are not too many questions, vendors can 

directly click on “Prepare tender”>> “Generate Technical/Priced bid” >> “Attach 

document and generate envelope”, enter the item rates, upload documents etc 

and directly click on “Generate technical bid”, followed by “Generate Priced 

bid”. However, there is no option to save the work. So if the vendor wishes to 

resubmit the bid with modified rates, they have to enter rates for all items again 

and similarly enter all other responses again. While this method is very fast for 

generation of bids, it requires full efforts in redoing same if need arises. 

2. Moderate to high value tender having more than 50 items and other 

uploads – Though the number of such tenders is lesser, these are more crucial in 

nature for obvious reasons. For such tenders, the first method of generating bid 

can be very risky as there is no option to save interim work. Further, the session 



out time for application is 30 minutes, which means if you do not click on 

“generate bid” button within 30 minutes of landing in the page the work can get 

lost. The correct method is as follows: 

a. Click on “Prepare tender” >> “Generate Technical/Priced bid” >> “Work 

without attaching document”. Here you must enter the rates, enter 

responses to question etc, except for uploading the documents. Once you 

have made adequate entries and nearing 20 minutes, please click on the 

tab “Save work on local computer”, show the path as “Desktop” or “My 

document” etc and save your work”. An xml file containing your data will 

get saved in your computer.  

b. Now click on “Upload values from local computer” and show path of 

saved document. The rates and responses will get filled up till the previous 

work done and you can fill up rates of balance items from that point. Save 

your work when you are approaching 20 minutes. You can do this as 

many times required. The main advantage is that your work is always 

saved and available for use. 

c. Once you are through with all the rates and responses, you may click on 

the tab “Generate Technical and Priced bid envelope”>> “Attach doc 

and generate envelope”. Now click on the tab at the bottom of screen 

“Update value from local computer”. You will see that all the item rates 

and responses have got populated against appropriate section. Now you 

may show path of documents to be uploaded if any. 

d. Once you find that all rates are entered, responses are filled up and 

documents are uploaded, you may click on “Generate technical bid 

envelope” followed by “Generate Priced bid envelope”. You will get an 

option to save document, which can be saved in “desktop” or My 

documents”. 

e. Please note that in case you want to modify some value in your bid 

document simply click on “Update value from local computer” and show 

path of xml file. The values will be filled up on screen and will be available 

for editing. You may make necessary changes and then again “Generate 

technical bid envelope” followed by “Generate Priced bid envelope”. 

f. Please remember to upload only the latest generated xml file. 

3. The final step requires you to check the pdf document for correctness. If found Ok, 

it is required to be digitally signed. The digitally signed document is then required 

to be encrypted by using the “Bid encryption utility”, hosted in “utility” tab. This 

encrypted document shall be submitted by you. 

4. Please ensure that you are uploading only the latest generated “Technical bid 

envelope” and “Priced bid envelope”, after digitally signing and encrypting the 

same. 

5. It is recommended that you use the “Signing cum encryption utility” for signing 

and encrypting the document in one step. Alternately you may install and use 

“Jsignpdf”, which is license free signing utility only for signing.  

6. It is also recommended that you check the hash of the document and match it 

with the hash value given on the screen prior to uploading of bid document. 

Please refer “Manual for checking hash before and after signing”. 



 Tender No. : 20000014-HB-12982 Tender Published On : 11-May-2020 16:47

DECLARATIONS
Sl.No. Description Attached File Set Value Supporting

Doc. Req'd

1 GEN DECLARATION GEN DECLARATION.pdf - No

2 DECLARATION NOT BANNED DELISTING DECLRATION.pdf - No

3 Please confirm that you have not been banned or delisted by any Government or
Quasi Government agencies or PSUs. Please upload the declaration as per the
specimen given in the tender

- Mandatory

4 Confirm acceptance of item description and scope
as per tender enquiry.

- No

5  VALIDITY Confirm your offer is valid for
90 days from due date or extended due dates
for placement of order.

- No

6 PAYMENT TERMS Confirm acceptance
of payment terms as specified in the attached
Terms and Conditions.

- No

7 DELIVERY PERIOD Confirm Acceptance of Delivery Period as per terms of tender - No

8 MSME Registartion Details . If Registered   please upload the certificate - No

9 Incase of Micro and Small enterprises, if you belong to SC or ST category  please
attach copy of your certificate

- No

10 Confirm your acceptance of Security deposit Clause - No

11 Confirm acceptance of ARBITRATION
clause.

- No

12 Offers deviating from our Commercial
Terms, and Offers not accompanied by this
Agreed Terms and Conditions are liable for
rejection without recourse to the Bidder.

- No

13 Contact Details NAME OF CONTACT PERSON - No

14 Contact Details TELEPHONE NUMBER - OFFICE - No

15 Contact Details TELEPHONE NUMBER - RESI - No

16 Contact Details  MOBILE NUMBER - No

17 Vendor may upload duly filled general declaration - Mandatory

18 Tender supporting docs can be uploaded, if any - Allowed



 

DECLARATION _GENERAL 
 

 

 

WE HEREBY DECLARE THAT APART FROM THE DEVIATIONS, IF ANY MENTIONED IN 

THE DEVIATION LIST, WE HAVE READ & UNDERSTOOD ALL THE TERMS & 

CONDITIONS SPECIFICATION GENERAL TERMS & CONDITIONS, TECHNICAL 

SPECIFICATION MATERIAL TEST, SCOPE OF JOB & SAFE PRACTICES & CONDITIONS 

OF THE TENDER NO _______________ AND THE SAME IS ACCEPTABLE TO US AND 

WE WILL ABIDE BY THE SAME. 



 

FORM –E 
 

DELISTING DECLARATION 
 
We hereby declare /clarify that we have not been banned by any Government or 
quasi Government agencies or Public sector Undertaking. 
 
Note: If a bidder has been banned by any Government or Quasi Government 
Agencies or Public Sector undertaking, the fact must be clearly stated with 
details. If this declaration is not given along with un-priced bid, the tender will be 
rejected as non-responsive. 
 
NOTE: Vendor by uploading this form confirm that they have gone through the Terms & 
onditions of the tender& have understood the scope of job & accept  
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